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● Demonstrate how data and code can be documented and published in 

open data archives
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Clean data programmatically

Design your tables to add rows 
(not columns)

Include header lines in tables

Use non-proprietary formats

Have descriptive files names 
(with no spaces)

Make sure your file paths are 
reproducible
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Metadata

● The goal is to have enough information for researcher to understand the 
data, interpret the data, and then reuse the data in another study

Under what license this 
data can be reused?



Metadata Standards: EML

● How will computers organize and integrate this information?
● Ecological Metadata Language also known as EML is commonly use in the 

earth and environmental sciences.



EML & XML

● EML or Ecological Metadata Language is the name of the metadata 
standard. 

● EML are stored in an XML file. 
● XML (Extensible Markup Language), is a markup language that provides 

rules to define any data. 
● XML file extension is .xml. So an EML file will be something like 

metadata.xml.



EML & XML
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Data Identifier & Citation

● Many journals require a DOI - a digital object identifier - be assigned to 
the published data before the paper can be accepted for publication.

● Keep in mind that generally, if the data package needs to be updated 
(which happens in many cases), each version of the package will get its 
own identifier.

● Researchers should get in the habit of citing the data that they use (even 
if it’s their own data!) in each publication that uses that data.
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Preserving Your Data



Data Repositories: Build for data and code

● GitHub is not an archival location
● Dedicated data repositories: KNB, Arctic Data Center, Zenodo, FigShare

a. Rich metadata
b. Archival in their mission

● Data papers, e.g., Scientific Data



DataONE



Data Package

● Data package as a scientifically useful collection of data and metadata that 
a researcher wants to preserve.



Publishing Data from the Web

● Go to book.


